Description of the Routine
ORAPBS produces a plot(s) on the Una printer from user specified data (tvo data arrays). In addition to producing the plot, GRAFB2 perfoms the folloving functions:
(a) Prints a special symbol for all points on a curve (optional), or uses a standard symbol.
(b) Prints plot title (optional). (c) Prints abscissa and ordinate axes with titles (titles art optional). (d) Prints mneric labeling of the axes to Indicate magnitudes•
(e) Allows overlay curves (multiple curves) on one set of axes.
(f) Determines shifting and scaling so that the data will fit the user specified plot dimensions, or allows the user to specify the shifting and scaling factors.
(g) Provides for multiple copies of a given plot (entry point PICTORE).
(h) Allows plots to vary in sise betveen the limits of 3x3 Inches to 25 x 10 inches, where the abscissa length Is specified first.
Problem Background
ORAFIS vas acquired to aeet the need of those scientists who vmnt a less expensive and faster method for plotting hut who do not require a higb resolution capability.
Q3AGE
The physical appearance of the axes, the axes labels, the axes titles, and the plot title is described In Section 3*3» Output. 
CALL QRAPH2 (X, T, H, ISIZE, ISCALE, ITTILE, IXXITLE, IXTTCLE, ISXME^L)
The above call is used when the (1) scaling and shifting factors are to be computed by ORAPB2, and (2) the curve is not to be overlaid on the preceding set of axes.
The above call will cause
(1) the preceding plot (if any) to be printed (unless PICTORE has been called since the previous call to GRAPB2), and
The above call is used when
(1) the user specifies the scaling and shifting factors, and (2) the curve is not to he overlaid on a previous set of axes.
ISCALE must he equal to 4HEEDI (See Section 3.2, ISCALE).
The above call will cause:
(1) The preceding plot (if any) to be printed (unless PICTORE has been called since the previous call to GRAPE), and
(2) the current axes, titles, and curve to be generated, but not printed.
C. Standard Overlay Calling Sequence; CALL ORAPBE (X, Y, If, 71#VERLAI, ISCALE, ISXMB0L)
The above call is used when the (1) scaling and shifting factors eure to be conputed by GRAPH2, and (2) the curve is to be overlaid on the preceding set of axes. Tbe first curve and the axes of the plot must have been generated using the Standard or Expanded 0RAPB2 calling sequence.
The above call causes the current curve to be generated, but not plotted.
All curves of an overlay plot, except the first, must be generated using an Overlay Calling Sequence. Any number of overlay curves may be generated for a particular plot. However, the nuaber of different symbols which may be used to distinguish between the curves is restricted to ten (See Section 3.2, ISYMB0L). ;   CALL GRAPH2 (X, T, N, TtyftVERLAT, ISCALE, XSHIPT, XBCALE, YSBIFT, ISCALE, ISOfl^L)
D. Expanded Overlay Calling Sequence
The above call is used when the (l) user specifies the scaling and shifting factors, and (2) the curve Is to be overlaid on a previous set of axes.
ISCALE oust be equal to 4HEX3M (See Section 3.2, ISCALB).
Sie above call will cause the current curve to be generated, but not plotted.
All curves of an overlay plot, except the first, must be generated using an Overlay Calling Sequence. Any mnber of overlay curves nay be generated for a particular plot. However, the number of different symbols which may be used to distinguish between the curves Is restricted to ten (See Section 3*2, ISINB^L). For best results, the corresponding axis length as specified by the parameter ISIZE should be equal to or slightly greater than this difference times a power of two. (1) a list of characters following a Hollerith designator.
(2) the name of an integer variable or array in which are stored the internal BCD codes of the characters of the desired title, packed eight codes per word, left adjusted if less than eight characters.
Regardless of the way in which the title is specified, it may be at most kQ characters in length. If less than U8 characters are desired, the last two characters must be periods. ORAPH2 will remove the terminating periods and the desired characters will be centered appropriately before plotting. If no ■ title Is desired, the correspoodlng paraaeter nay be given the value tero. Or, if none of the fcubroutine parameters following imu are to be used, the TJTSLE parameter and those parameters vhich follow it may he omitted from the calling sequence.
Four examples of the various ways of specifying titles, and the corresponding output they produce, follow:
(1) ITITLE = U8E ORAPEL SMIPLE, EXPAUDI!» SINE WAVE will produce the title ORAm SAMPLE, EXPAHDIKO SINE WAVE Since the title, which includes seven blanks following WAVE, is a full UQ characters in length, the last two characters ax« not periods.
(2) ITITLE s 7HMKS£.. will produce the title AEQUB Since the title is less than ltd characters in length, the last two characters must be periods.
(3) PEISLBsO will produce no title. When the title parameter is sero, no title is produced.
(k) mXLE »XL where the variable IL contains 621*3607^533^33338 will produce the title SL (|} since IL contains the BCD codes for SL (|) followed by two periods.
IXHTEE -specifies the abscissa axis title in the same form and with the same rules as for ITITLE above, with th following exception:
The maximum abscissa axis title length depends on the length of the abscissa aiis. If the abscissa axis length is greater than or equal to 8 inches the maximum title length is UQ characters, as given under ITITLE. However, if the axis length is less than 8 inches, the maximum number of characters in the abscissa alls title is equal to 6* (axis length).
imTLE -specifies the ordlnate axis title in the same font and with the same rules as for ITTELE above. When producing an overlay plot, the number of different characters that may be used to differentiate between the various curves is restricted to ten (e.g. -to produce 11 curves on one plot, only ten different symbols can be used; two curves would have to use the same symbol). (1) Error Message BAD SIZE^USED ABSCISSA = 85
IS1MB0L -is an optional parameter (Hollerith

Space Required (Decimal and
Cause The length of the X-axls as specified by ISIZE VSLS less than 5 inches or greater than 23 inches.
Action QBAPB2 will generate the current plot using an abscissa length of 23 Inches.
(2) Error Message BAD SIZE/USED jteDINATE = 10
Cause Iht length of the T-axis as specified by ISIZE was less than 5 Inches or greater than 10 Inches.
Action GRAPHS will generate the current plot using an ordinate axis length of 10 Inches.
(3) Error Message N EQUAL ZERJ6
Caaae The number of data points was specified as zero.
Action Current call to GRAPHS will be ignored.
(If) Error Message ALL X ESSENTIALLT ZER^
Cause This generally means that all abscissa data bad absolute values of less than 10'200. When Bias Scaling is specified, this measage may also mem that the range of the data was less than ID -200 .
11*
Action Current call to GRAFB2 will be ignored.
(5) Error Message ALL T ESSEHTIALLT ZER0
Cause This generally means that all ordlnate data had absolute values of less than lO -200 . When Bias Scaling is specified, this nessage nay also mean that the range of the data was less than 10"^°.
(6) Error Message OVERLAY ERR0R
Cause An attempt has been made to generate an overlay curve prior to generating a set of axes by using either the Standard or Expanded GRAFBS calling sequence.
Action Current call to GRAPB2 will be ignored.
(7) Error Message 10RE THAN 10 UNIQUE SYMB0LS
Cause This message occurs when an overlay call specifies an eleventh unique symbol to be used on one set of axes.
:
Action The current call to GRAPB2 and all preceding calls pertaining to this set of axes will be ignored.
(8) Error Message THIS PI^T |5R ^VLAT N0T D0NE
Cause This message follows all error messages of the type vhich cause the current call to GRAPHS to be ignored. The generated line printer plot will have the following automatic features:
Infonsative Messages to the User
(1) Axes » (a) Tbe axes will be drawn the length specified by the ISIZE parameter.
(b) Each axis will be numerically labeled at every Inch along the axis.
(c) Each axis is composed of periods (.) and plus signs (+) with the plus signs occuring only at each inch increment along the axis, nie periods are written between the plus signs.
(d) The abscissa axis will be parallel to the paper sprocket holes.
(e) The ordlnate axis will be perpendicular to the sprocket holes.
If the line printer page is rotated counterclockwise 90°, the axes will be in the normal X, Y axis arrangement. A final report on one phase of the problem; work is continuing on other phases. 
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ABSTRACT
A computer subrr "6 package written at the University of Wisconsin to produce line printer plot» hM % ». modified to run on NRL's CDC 3800 Computer. Line printer plots are valuabu foi •tuentists who want a fast and economical method of producing plots but who do no* T-equure a higtb resolution capability. 
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